




WRAPS

Beneficial Marine Mud

A 100% natural mud with purifying and mineralizing benefits in addition to the detoxifying action. This
treatment is suitable for everyone! It helps improve blood circulation, eliminate toxins leaving the skin
cleansed and toned.

Spirulina Firming Wrap

A sculpting and antiaging treatment specially designed to re-densify the figure and firm the contour. A 
pasty textured wrap for the whole body or specific areas to treat, reinforce the radiance and regenerate 
the tissues of the skin. Perfect after conditions such as weight loss or pregnancy.                                          



SLIMMING
Triple Action
This triple – action treatment offers a comprehensive slimming solution to sculpt, detox and firm the 
body. A full exfoliation followed by a complex of seaweeds body mask.                        
Cellu Contour
This anticellulite intensive treatment focuses on the type of cellulite for each body in order to customize 
all the products during the treatment. Using a unique sculpting technique to eliminate the problem and 
sculpt the body contour.                                                                                                
Express Slimming
A Thalion innovation with Slimming Pearls which they roll and melt over the skin to deliver their precious 
content of Caffeine, Menthol and Algoslim to detoxify and help fat loss! It’s an express slimming from the 
first care!                                                                                                   

MINERAL THERAPIES
Allow yourself to receive the analgesic and stress relieving effects of the mineral therapies, each one
dedicated for a special cause
Calcium
Soothing for Nervous Tensions helps on pain of muscles and Joints.                            
Magnesium
Recharges the body, helps the well-being and rebalances the Ph.





Absolute Hydration

Perfectly refreshed, the skin regains moisture with the advanced hydrating serum and moisturizing plumping mask. 
Maximum hydration achieved. Suitable for all skin types.                                 

Extreme Purity

In this facial all impurities are eliminated after the scrub, the serum with purifying marine acids and the Clarifying Mask 
which provides fresh and matte skin. Suitable for combination and oily skins in order to rebalance.                          

Infinite Gentleness

A facial designed for all sensitive and reactive skin. This treatment is dedicated to soothe the discomfort of the skin, reduce
redness and protect.

Thali White

A High-Performance Signature Treatment with active brightening Thalasso Ingredients for a flawless complexion. Suitable 
for pigment discoloration or marks from skin ageing or sun exposure.



Oxygen & Radiance

Highly concentrated in minerals, trace elements and vitamins, this care boosts the defence mechanisms of all stressed and 
suffocated skins and protects them against external aggressions. Ideal for the first signs of age.                           

Lift and Firm

Designed for skins which present wrinkles and slackening this treatment is patented with active ingredient formulas for a 
younger looking skin. After this session, wrinkles are plumped from the inside and face contours are redefined.              

THALION FOR MEN

Facial Oxygen Booster

High-tech treatment dedicated to men combines performance and relaxation for a result that is 100% 
effective. Includes a back exfoliation, face scrub, massage and a mask. Results: to replenish, tone, 
energize and firm the skin.





Relaxing massage
This light to medium pressure full body massage relaxes your entire body.

Deep Tissue Massage

Strong Deep and intensive massage techniques relieve tightness and tension from the muscles.

Aromatherapy massage

Relaxing full body massage with essential oils of your choice.

Pregnancy Massage

Ideal from three months onwards. This treatment is adopted by the therapist to suit you and your pregnancy. Includes a 
refreshing aromatic footbath, feet aromatic scrub, hot towels and a soothing full body massage





BEAUTY FOR HANDS AND FEET

Luxury Manicure

Begin with an aromatic mineral soak, followed by a hand peeling to soften the hands. Nails and cuticles are 
pampered and cared for, a luxurious hand mask is applied and as you relax your hands and arms are 
massaged. For the ultimate indulgence a glamorous classic polish to finish.

Spa Pedicure
A pampering foot delight, indulge in a refreshing aromatic footbath. Relax as your feet are buffed with a natural 
scrub which soothes the soles of your feet followed by a conditioning foot mask that grants you a feeling of 
renewed freshness. Tired and aching feet are massaged and a glamorous classic polish to finish.





Sauna Benefits

The effects on the body from sauna use may have some potential health benefits. Increased circulation may help reduce 
muscle soreness, improve joint movement, and ease arthritis pain.  The heat in a Sauna may also promote relaxation, 
which ca improve feeling of well-being.

Steam Bath Benefits

The most common benefit of steam bath is relaxation. It gives a soothing effect to your body and mind, thereby reducing 
stress levels and tension. It gives relaxation to your muscles and joints and hence preventing you from different encounters 
like arthritis and other joint pains. You surely must have experienced sweating while taking this bath.

Sauna + Steam Bath & Jacuzzi  60 Mins

NOTE: Please Follow Rules & Safety Precautions Before Using Sauna & Steam Bath


